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PROJECT DETAILS

THE MILLER

CONTACT INFO

mail@nationalfm.com.au

1300 820 330

56-58 Dickson Avenue Artarmon 
NSW 2064

FEATURES

The Miller sets a new standard for high quality, urban living, in one of North Sydney’s finest locations. The Miller project comprises 169 private 

residences, with only a very limited number remaining for sale, as well as 100 serviced apartments that will be retained by Yuhu Group

The project was designed by world-renowned architects PTW, the designers of Beijing’s iconic Water Cube aquatic centre and Barangaroo’s 

Alexander building. The architecture is defined by a sophisticated sculptural composition which sees the handsome 21-level residential tower 

levitated over an alfresco plaza with a show-piece modulated podium and landscaped parapet.

The Miller is crowned by a stunning rooftop deck and garden space where residents will be able to take in panoramic views of Sydney Harbour to 

the south. A north-facing common roof terrace on the top level will feature BBQ facilities, casual seating and outdoor dining areas.

The building plaza will be a vibrant place for socialising and will offer retail tenancy, including quality café and dining experiences.

The Miller offers a wide-street, leafy boulevard setting, just 600 metres from North Sydney train station and three kilometres from the Sydney 

CBD.

DEVELOPMENT SERVICES

Providing consultancy to meet DA requirements and special 
conditions

Providing and reviewing building management, traffic 
management, waste management, loading dock plans

Providing operational overview of the site and reviewing 
architectural plans for better efficiency

Assisting or developing with Home Owner’s Manual, Move-in 
manuals, Maintenance plans

Reviewing of by-laws, shared facility schedules and Strata 
Management Statement

Assisting with budget preparation and seeking tenders for 
services

Assist with Pre and Post Settlement Defects, rectification 
and all move-ins

Ongoing proactive and efficient management of all areas 
and facilities

Reviewing access control and CCTV locations
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